Current tools to support technology enhanced learning and teaching

**Organisation and appearance**

Blackboard App
- Blackboard content

Blackboard Learn
- Items/Files/Folders
- Audio/Images/Video
- Web links
- Module pages
- Document packages
- SCORM content
- HTML packages
- Adaptive release

**Learning resources and activities**

Blackboard App
- Blackboard content

Blackboard Learn
- Mashups
- Glossary
- Publisher content
- Lynda.com

Social Media Tools
- Subject to ECU guidelines

**Assessment and feedback**

Pebble +
- Assignments
- Formal and informal feedback
- Grading
- Turnitin integration
- Peer review
- External review/grading
- Moderation

Blackboard App
- Mobile compatible tests
- Blackboard Learn
- Tests, surveys and pools
- Assignments
- Turnitin assignments
- Rubrics
- Self and peer assessments
- Inline grading of blogs, journals and wikis
- Anonymous and delegated grading
- Achievements - digital badges and certificates
- Publisher quizzes and assignments
- Grade centre (staff)
- My grades (students)

Turnitin Feedback Studio App
- Grading of assignments with rubric feedback text and audio comments

**Communication and collaboration**

Synchronous Communication
- Blackboard Collaborate Ultra
- Assignments ext chat
- Whiteboard
- App sharing
- Breakout rooms

Spanned Classroom
- Multi-location via in room equipment

Blackboard App
- Discussion boards

Mindmeister
- Mind mapping

Blackboard Learn
- Announcements
- Calendar
- Email
- Groups
- Discussion boards
- Blogs
- Wikis
- Journals
- Community sites
- Notifications

Pebble +
- Sharing assets
- Collaborative webfolios
- Conversations

**Learner support**

Blackboard Analytics
- In-built reports giving detailed information on student profiles, activity and achievement
- Pyramid reporting tool allows custom dashboards and reports to be built

Blackboard Learn
- Retention centre
- Performance dashboard
- Statistics tracking
- Unit reports